Advice to Parents/Carers

- Uniforms may be ordered through Hot Klobba, Unit 3, 104 Park Road, Mandurah. Phone 9535 1900
- If experiencing financial difficulties a meeting should be arranged with the Principal.
- The acceptance of the Student Dress Code is an enrolment requirement.

Conclusion

The Student Dress Code policy is subject to an annual review. This review is made through the P & C at the AGM.

Rationale

The Falcon School Board supports the Student Dress Code because it:

- Assists in building school team spirit.
- Reduces the pressure for the wearing of ‘fad’ clothing which can create negative rivalry and competition
- Encourages pride in personal appearance
- Resolves the issue of ‘what to wear’.
- Enhances the identification and safety of students in school and on school excursions.
- Presents a positive image of the school within the broader community.

Purpose

Students in Western Australian government schools are required to be clean and appropriately dressed for school activities.
**Implementation:**
The Student Dress Code directs what can and cannot be worn at Falcon Primary School.

**What is to be worn:**
- Jade T-shirt, polo shirt or Year 7 Graduation shirt (with school logo)
- Royal blue shorts, sports skirt, pants or skort (available from Hot Klobba)
- Falcon windcheater or jumper
- Low heeled footwear – sneakers, shoes, enclosed sandals (closed shoes for Physical Education)
- Hat or cap
- Hair must be worn neat, clean and off the face (long hair for boys and girls must be tied back)
- Small stud earrings or sleepers in ears, watch, medic-alert bracelet/

**What is NOT to be worn:**
- Singlets or tank tops
- Board shorts
- T-shirts with advertising logos, obscenities or graphics
- Additional decorative jewellery
- Thongs, any shoes with high heels/platforms, slip on shoes
- Cosmetics (make-up)
- Stick on tattoos or body paint (unless special approval by principal)
- Coloured hairspray/gel/dye (unless approved by the school Principal)
- Jeans/cargo pants
- Beanies
- Nose rings or any body piercing (other than small stud earrings or sleepers in ears)

**Sanctions for non compliance:**

Students in breach of the Dress Code will:
- Receive a ‘**Dress Code Reminder**’, signed by the principal/deputy and sent home to parents for acknowledgement. This will be recorded and after three such reminders a parent meeting will be arranged to discuss reasons/gain support.
- Be excluded from incentive excursions/sporting activities/school photographs/P & C disco/graduation ceremony.
- On arrangement, students will be provided with a laminated **DRESS PASS** for an agreed length of time for dress modification (this should be carried during the day and presented to any staff member on request).